
Our Sports Performance Repair Collection is 
not just for elite sports people, we designed 
this range for anyone who feels exhausted 
at the end of the day and needs to repair 
overnight. You can rest peacefully with the 
knowledge that this collection is tested and 
endorsed by the Australian Chiropractors 
Association (ACA).
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E X C L U S I V E  T OS P O R T S  P E R F O R M A N C E

COLLECTION

AVAILABLE SIZES

Sleepy’s 60 Night Comfort Exchange Guarantee 
Rest Easy! From the day your bed is delivered, you have 
60 nights to ensure the mattress is right for you. If within 
60 nights you are not happy with your new mattress, our 
friendly consultants will be happy to discuss an alternative 
mattress solution*.

Free Old Mattress Removal
When Sleepy’s deliver your new 
mattress, we can take away your old 
mattress at no charge, because we 
understand that service continues 
after you leave the store.

Australian Made Mattresses
Sleepy’s proudly supports local 
manufacturers and suppliers.   
All of our mattresses are  
Australian made. 

* Conditions apply. See staff or www.sleepys.com.au for more details.

Reclaim Your Sleep, Reclaim Your Amazing.
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SleepysTheMattressExperts
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sleepy’s the mattress experts
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SPORTS PERFORMANCE REPAIR LUXURY SPORTS PERFORMANCE REPAIR DELUXE SPORTS PERFORMANCE REPAIR SUPPORT

REPAIR YOUR BODY AFTER THE 
RIGOURS OF EACH DAY
The Sports Performance Repair mattresses contain the amazing Intense™ fabric 
and a Climatex Quilt to help reduce pressure points and heat build-up for a more 
relaxed sleep. For a fresh sleep environment, our foams have been treated with 
Ultra Fresh, a coating spray that contributes in the control of common allergens to 
help you wake up feeling completely refreshed. 

A layer of column gel under the Intense™ fabric top panel is used to aid blood 
circulation, reduce pressure points and muscular tension in your body. Column 
gel combined with graphene-infused memory foam creates an almost “weightless” 
feeling. Our Sports Performance Repair mattresses feature the ActiveSense 5 
zone pocket spring, offering amazing support through an intelligent two-stage coil 
that detects and deflects pressure, whilst responding independently to you and 
your partner’s movements. 

On our Sports Performance Collection, you’ll wake up feeling refreshed and 
restored, to tackle each day with an endless supply of energy.

The human body is an electric field that can reach as high as 30,000 volts. With the scientifically proven Intense™ fabric used on the top panel, you will experience a 
deeper and more relaxed sleep through the ability to free the body of static tension. Within this fabric is a carbon fibre thread which captures the electrons in your 
body and releases them into the airflow of the mattress, so that tension literally flows from your body.


